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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Methodology 

During the 2019 Endline assessment of LF Second Chance classrooms using the Early Grade 

Reading Assessment (EGRA) and Early Grade Math Assessment (EGMA) tests developed by 

RTI at the behest of USAID for Liberia, 350 students were assessed by two six-member teams 

led by a Field Supervisor and supported by a Field Research Coordinator. Students were 

identified at endline based on a unique student identification number coupled with a photo taken 

at baseline to eliminate confusion between similar names. Of those 350, 277 were also 

assessed at baseline in the first week of the program in September 2018, and 270 of that group 

had complete records for both EGRA and EGMA. Q&A conducted field work over eight school 

days in June 2018, during the last two full weeks of the 2018-2019 program. All results reported 

refer to this group (n=270). Two-tailed t-tests were performed on the results to determine 

statistical significance (p>>>α), and the outcome demonstrated that the results were indeed 

significant.  

Challenges and Limitations 

An obstacle to a confident outcome was the interference of facilitators in identifying students for 

assessment. Lack of understanding of the assessment led some facilitators to misidentify 

students for reasons not clear to the team. The challenge was overcome by relying on student 

photos taken during the baseline for identification. 

Results 

On average, overall students’ scores increased by 179.8 (394 percent) for the EGRA and 26.3 

(169 percent) for the EGMA. The EGRA subtask (high frequency word identification) that serves 

as proxy for reading ability by measuring words per minute (WPM), increased to an average at 

endline 39.1 WPM, up from an average of 5 WPM at baseline. For reference, MoE established 

benchmarks for first, second, and third grade in Liberia are 30, 35 and 50, respectively. While 

endline results for the EGRA showed robust improvements of 1.5 to 25 times better than 

baseline, the improvements for the EGMA were impressive (1.1 to ~7 times better than 

baseline), but not nearly as outstanding. There is no question that the 2018-2019 Second 

Chance program in Liberia was a success. 

Disaggregated analysis showed no substantive differences in performance by gender overall, 

though there was a slight advantage for boys on the EGMA. Further study and analysis are 

needed to determine if any differences exist for these students. Despite varying baseline levels 

for students under different partners, all IPs’ students demonstrated tremendous improvement 

on the EGRA with more moderate improvement on the EGMA. At the county level, no 

substantive effects are seen between Bomi and Montserrado.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusion: With increases across all tasks, statistical analyses confirm the statistical 

significance of the results.  

 Recommendation: Maintain the pedagogy as faithfully as possible; it 

works. 

Conclusion: With 68 of 345 students replaced necessary in the endline sample, it is clear that 

Second Chance program has the same student retention problems from which many schools 

and educational programs in Liberia suffer. 

 Recommendation: Conduct a qualitative study that includes focus groups 

and interviews of families of dropouts to determine how to mitigate the reasons 

for withdrawal and promote retention. 

Conclusion: With facilitators consistently interfering with the independent assessment by the 

field team, there is confusion amongst facilitators as to the importance and utility of the 

assessments. 

Recommendation: Luminos Fund should incorporate a broader discussion into 

forthcoming orientation or professional development training, preferably that includes 

the assessment team. 
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Overview 
Luminos Fund (LF) operates the Second Chance Program for out-of-school children in two 

Liberian counties: Bomi and Montserrado. In the 2018-2019 academic year, there were 66 

classrooms in the program.” Each classroom began with 25 students, with groups of classrooms 

operated and managed by LF and three partners.  

A sample of students was selected during the first week of school to take a baseline 

assessment of their literacy and numeracy. The assessment used the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID)-developed Early Grade Mathematics Assessment (EGMA) 

and the Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) as adapted for Liberia1. This report reflects 

the results of the endline assessment, and how results compare to the baseline assessment. 

Sample Description 
The target sample was intended to include the 340 students from baseline. The selected 

students, aged 6-15 were boys and girls residing in intervention communities located in Bomi 

and Montserrado counties. Please see Annex A for a listing of communities. The sampling 

strategy was to select the same five students from each 25-student classroom visited at 

baseline. If a student was not available due to absence, the student was located in the 

community and assessed. If the student was not available due to: 

1. Dropout more than two months prior to program end or; 

2. Dropout due to relocation 

These students were then randomly replaced with another student from the same classroom2. 

Three implementing partners join LF: Building Resources Across Communities (BRAC), Liberia 

Institute for the Promotion of Academic Excellence (LIPACE), and Restoring Our Children’s 

Hope (ROCH)3. The same classrooms were visited to speak to the same students from baseline 

when possible. Therefore, nclassroom=66, Montserrado had 19 classrooms, Bomi had 47 

classrooms. Still seeking the same five students from each classroom, the expected nstudent = 

335. However, due to the oversampling in Bomi at baseline, there were 345 students in this 

sample.  

For comparative study, it is critical to compare ‘apples to apples.’ Therefore, any comparative 

analysis focuses on the students assessed at baseline that we were able to assess at endline 

with both the EGRA and EGMA record intact. The number of students in this group is 270 (ngirls 

= 121, nboys 149) and constitutes the sample analyzed for this report. Given the lower number 

than the original targeted population, two-tailed t-tests demonstrated that in fact the results were 

statistically significant (see Results: Scoring for description of significance analysis) despite the 

attrition. Separate analysis only for the replacements students (n=68) at endline are contained 

in Annex H.  

 
1 The assessments were developed by Research Triangle Institute (RTI) for USAID in 2006 (EGRA) and 2008 (EGMA) 
2 Random replacement was done using a random number generator (RNG) software for Android by 
RandomAppsInc. The new list from which students were selected excluded any student from baseline and any 
student that had not been in the classroom since October 2018. 
3 Please see Annex A for listing of classes by implementing partner, location 
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The mean age of the comparative endline student sample was 10.5, with a median of 10 and 

standard deviation of 1.87, so the age skews slightly right (older), which contrasts with the 

baseline sample. The difference is likely due to the age of the dropouts and might be something 

to explore further in detail when looking at possible strategies to improve retention. On average, 

female and male students were the same age with a relatively balanced distribution (µfemale = 

10.3, medianfemale = 10, SDfemale = 1.86; µmale=10.6, medianmale = 11, SDmale = 1.86). See Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Summary of descriptive demographic information, by implementing partner 

Description BRAC LIPACE LF ROCH 

Age 10.8 10.3 11.0 10.3 

Female 43.6% 43.0% 18.2% 56.9% 

Male 56.4% 57.0% 81.8% 43.1% 

Previous 
Schooling 74.5% 77.9% 81.8% 45..1% 

Years of 
Previous 
Schooling 1.72 1.92 1.54 0.9 

* LF classrooms had the largest share of replacement students, as there were only 21 students (7 girls, 14 boys) at 

baseline due to the small number of classrooms. For LF, n = 11, 2 girls, 9 boys, so analyses are limited by small 

sample size. 

LF classrooms suffered the most attrition from baseline, as nine of the 21 students were 

replaced4. However, LF also administers to the fewest classrooms (five), so all analysis for them 

is limited by sample sizes relative to her partners. Therefore, their numbers are not as 

representative for the comparative group, and are excluded from discussion5. BRAC students 

were the oldest, on average, at 10.8 years of age. The LIPACE students averaged the most 

years of schooling prior to enrollment, while ROCH students averaged the least amount of prior 

schooling. 

 

Study Design 
For a full discussion of the methodology, please see Annex B. Three two-person teams 

executed assessments simultaneously in the two counties. Each six-person county team was 

led by a Field Supervisor (FS). All field work was monitored by the Field Research Coordinator 

and Lead Analyst. Field work began on June 17 in both counties. The Montserrado team 

completed their assessments on June 21, then joined the Bomi team the following week; all 

assessments were completed June 266. This schedule was consistent with the plan that the 

endline assessment would require more field time than the baseline.   

At each classroom, enumerators located students using photos of the baseline population 

embedded in the electronic surveys. This protocol proved especially useful in finding the correct 

 
4 Discussions with LF staff did not reveal any definitive factors that would explain the higher attrition rates. 
5 It is difficult to draw conclusions from such a small sample size. Thus, while results are presented separately, they 
can only drive discussion of larger samples, such as the entire Second Chances program or Montserrado county. 
6 At baseline, which also began on the 17th (September), the Montserrado team completed all assessments by 
Thursday morning (20th), and all assessments were performed by Friday afternoon (21st) 
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students for reasons to be described in challenges. One student per classroom was assessed 

by an enumerator while being observed by another enumerator, also scoring the assessment. 

Per established protocol, this observed assessment was always the first student assessed in a 

classroom. This information was used for inter-rater reliability analysis. Then each enumerator 

was responsible for the evaluation of two additional students to reach the total of five per 

classroom. Enumerators executed the same protocol for each classroom, even in locations 

where multiple classrooms were present. 

 

Details of Descriptive Analyses 
Q&A analyzed the dataset by individual student scores on both the EGRA and EGMA as 

administered by our enumerators for the entire program. From there, we used cross-tabulation 

to disaggregate scores by gender, implementing partner, and county. While scores were also 

disaggregated by location, it has not been reported due to the large number of locations running 

only one class. Limited conclusions can be drawn from such sample sizes. However, due to the 

relevance for teacher performance indicators, those numbers have been included in tables in 

the annexes.  

Univariate analyses include average scores (including median, mode, and standard deviation) 

by task. Q&A found averages for the following demographic data: age, years of previous 

schooling. Descriptive analyses for demographic data included gender and prior school 

experience, which were also compared to baseline data for verification of students in the 

sample. Information provided by LF and Luminos implementing partners provided the statistics 

on the number of students in each county, and how many 

were under the care of each implementing partner. 

It is important to note that for the EGRA there is considerable 

“skip logic” that eliminates large portions of subtasks. 

Therefore, the dataset was edited to substitute a “0” score for 

any task where the student did not attempt or gave “no 

response” for all questions.  

All calculations for univariate analyses were performed using 

Excel 2016 and tests of covariation and significance were 

done using SPSS. 

Challenges and Limitations 
The greatest challenge during the evaluation was the number 

of replacements that had to be made. This posed a significant 

risk to the findings as the sample size was already small from 

baseline7. Attrition rate was higher in Montserrado (29 of 95) 

than in Bomi (35 of 250). Further investigation gave the 

following reasons for dropouts: financial concerns, family 

 
7 As explained for the baseline, at 95 percent confidence with an error margin of +/-5, the sample projection was 
315. However, based on assessments with small relatively small subtask score ranges, a 99 percent CI with the 
same error margin would have projected to a 482 student sample.  

Reasons for Dropouts from 

Program: 

1. Family financial 

constraints 

2. Parent/family relocation to 

another community---often 

the result of Reason 1 

3. Student was too young to 

meet age criteria (much 

younger than eight years old)  
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departure from the community, and students too young for the program target age range8.  

Another issue was that facilitators were not always helpful in locating students from baseline. 

Enumerators repeatedly mentioned that facilitators would indicate a different child at endline if 

asked for a specific child by name. Often, the child proffered would be a high-achiever. This 

situation forced enumerators to rely on the student photos in their surveys, verifying students by 

asking other students to identify the child in the photo. 

Teacher involvement also led to another discovery: students in classes using another student’s 

name from the original roster. That is, a student would drop early from the program to be 

replaced by another student. However, the new student was not added to the roster. Instead, 

the child would “inhabit” the identity of the dropout with no updated record. Again, this practice 

was unearthed due to the use of the photos from baseline, though it was reported more 

frequently in Bomi than Montserrado. 

Each of these issues can be mitigated. Efforts by LF to increase retention by addressing the 

causes can reduce dropouts. Training and continued education for facilitators that emphasizes 

the need for these assessments to be independently executed are important, with an emphasis 

on the benefits for the teachers would be useful.  

Results 
These results focus on the population from baseline that was available at endline (n = 270). This 

section highlights the scores seen across the Second Chances Program in Liberia. 

Score Change Analysis 
These outcomes for EGRA and EGMA can only be described as success. Without analysis, it is 

clear that the improvement is significant (see Tables 2 and 3). Numbers increased across the 

board, but soared for the EGRA in particular. Following a two-tailed t-test for significance on the 

EGRA scores, assuming α = 0.05, the p-value = 8.2 . 10-144. Therefore, p<<< α and the results, 

we can be 95 percent confident that improvement is statistically significant and not due to 

random chance. 

For these students, scores have grown almost exponentially. Reading orientation and letter 

name knowledge scores improved to 2.90 and 80.6, a percent increase of 44 and 140, 

respectively, meaning students understood the fundamentals of reading much better. The 

greatest improvement was seen in the phoneme awareness (µendline= 6.97, percent increase = 

1414%), which likely contributed to the improvement in passage reading, also. Improvements of 

this magnitude (ten-fold and more) well above normal. Similar results are seen in the passage 

reading and comprehension scores also. 

 

 

  

 
8 It is not known definitively why students outside of the eight to 12 age range are recruited each year, reasons 
could range from misunderstandings during recruitment to the pressure to meet classroom target population 
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Table 2. Comparison of program-wide average scores for each EGRA tasks. 

 

Average EGRA Task Scores 

Score 
Type 

Reading 
Orientation 

Letter 
ID Phoneme Word ID 

1st 
Grade 
Reading 
Pass 

1st 
Grade 
Reading 
Comp 

2nd 
Grade 
Reading 
Pass 

2nd 
Grade 
Reading 
Comp 

Baseline 
Scores 2.02 33.6 0.45 4.80 2.80 0.10 1.78 0.12 

Endline 
Scores 2.90 80.6 6.81 39.1 39.4 2.43 51.1 3.08 

Δ 0.88 47.0 6.36 34.3 36.7 2.33 49.3 2.96 

% 
Change 44% 140% 1414% 714% 1309% 2413% 2772% 2511% 

Task 
Max 
Score 3 100 10 100 51 5 75 5 

 

At baseline we noted the numbers of students assessed who earned subtask score of 50 

percent or better compared to those that were unable to correctly answer 50 percent of the 

subtask items. When comparing figures 1 and 2, we see the transformation from baseline to 

endline.  

These figures may be the best illustration of the reversal of course for program students. As 

expected with out-of-school children, the majority were unable to earn 50 percent scores on the 

various subtasks at baseline, as seen in Figure 1. With orange representing the baseline scores 

that fell below the 50 percent threshold, the color’s dominance is stark. Students scoring 50 

percent or better appear in blue on the graphs. When we move to Figure 2, the color scheme is 

reversed. Now blue is predominant, and orange is more scarce. We can dig deeper into the 

numbers to see how well the students are reading. 
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Figure 1. EGRA subtask score comparison using 50 percent correct as threshold (Baseline 2018) 

 

 

Figure 2. EGRA subtask score comparison using 50 percent correct as threshold (Endline 2019) 

 

The subtasks which are the best proxy and indicators of ability to read also showed 

considerable improvement. High Frequency Word Identification, a timed task, can be used to 

calculate the student’s correct words per minute count (WPM). The near ten-fold improvement 
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in High Frequency Word Identification was stupendous, from 4.80 to 39.1. For context, 

compared to benchmarks established during the EGRA/EGMA workshop, convened by USAID 

and RTI for the Liberia Ministry of Education (MoE) in 2014, for WPM as part of passage fluency 

by grade9. For grades 1, 2, and 3 respectively, the WPM benchmark ranges are 30-40, 35-40, 

and 45-5010.  

Figure 3. Comparison of High Frequency Word Identification subtask scores 

 

On average, Second Chance students are approaching the literacy level of third graders, 

despite their meager starting points.  

These results need to be taken in context. This task is timed, such that a student can be slow, 

but getting every word correct. According to the comments of enumerators, this scenario was 

the case for several students. One has to weigh the importance of speed in the task versus 

accuracy of response. It is also notable that one child repeats the program activity with each 

word during the subtask:  

 

However, it should be noted that with simple recall questions, the comprehension scores for the 

first and second grade reading passages are still lower than desired (µendline=2.50 and µendline= 

 
9 RTI International (March 2014), “Proposing Benchmarks for Early Grade Reading Skills in Liberia,” 
https://globalreadingnetwork.net/eddata/proposing-benchmarks-early-grade-reading-skills-liberia . 
10 ibid 
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3.13, respectively). A study looking into the programmatic handling of reading comprehension 

would help to see if this result is about the students or some aspect of the program itself—

facilitators or pedagogy. 

EGMA scores also saw statistically significant improvement, as with the same assumptions of α 

= 0.05 yielded a p-value of 3.46 . 10-55, leading to the conclusion that EGMA improvement was 

also statistically significant by the same standards.  

A summary of the EGMA results can be seen below in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Program-wide average scores for each EGMA subtask. 

Average EGMA Subtask Scores 

Score 
Type 

Number 
Identification 

Quant 
Discrimination 

Missing 
Number Addition Subtraction 

Word 
Problems 

Baseline 
Scores 6.17 3.90 0.44 2.40 1.27 1.39 

Endline 
Scores 16.7 6.89 3.47 7.34 4.44 3.01 

Δ 10.5 2.98 3.03 4.94 3.17 1.62 

%Change 171% 76% 685% 206% 250% 117% 

Task Max 
Score 30 10 10 15 15 5 

 

For the EGMA endline, the number identification mean score increased to 16.7 (maximum = 

30). The average score for quantity discrimination was 6.89 (maximum = 10). A rare 

disappointing result is continued student struggles with the missing number task; the average 

score was 3.45 (maximum = 10). This outcome is certainly something to address in future 

programming. On average, students did better with addition (µ = 7.34, maximum 15) than 

subtraction (µ = 4.44, maximum = 15). Despite the improvement (% change = 206 for addition 

scores, % change = 250 for subtraction), it would be even more encouraging to see students 

doing better than 50 percent on these tasks at the end of program. The mean score for word 

problems was 3.02 (maximum = 5), which is encouraging. Even for the most seasoned math 

students, word problems can give them trouble, yet students demonstrated an improvement of 

117 percent.  
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Figure 4. EGMA subtask score comparison using 50 percent correct as threshold (Baseline 2018) 

 

In Figures 4 and 5, we see the comparison of baseline and endline scores for the EGRA in the 

context of 50 percent correct for each subtask. Unlike with the EGRA scores, we do not see the 

dramatic shift between students getting 50 percent or better from baseline to endline. 

Figure 5. EGMA subtask score comparison using 50 percent correct as threshold (Endline 2019) 

 

For EGMA, though every subtask saw an increase in the number of students earning 50 percent 

or better, only two (number identification and quantitative discrimination) of the six tasks have 

an average better than 50 percent of the maximum score (see Table 3). Compare that to the 

EGRA task scores for which only one of eight tasks does not meet the 50 percent criteria. This 

discrepancy needs to be addressed during instruction and possibly training/orientation. 

To see complete breakdown of scores by assessment subtask, please see Annexes D and E. 
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Disaggregated Score Analysis 

Gender 
Cross-tabular analysis disaggregated the data according to gender of the endline sample.  

A glance shows that the boys’ mean scores across all EGRA tasks were higher than all of the 

girls. However, just as at baseline, the differences are not significant, except for the results of 

the second grade reading passage (µgirls=49.7, µboys=52.3). The 2.6 percent point difference is 

the largest gender effect we see. However, girls and boys are performing significantly better at 

reading tasks at endline as compared to baseline.  

Table 4. Comparison of average EGRA and EGMA subtask scores by gender 

EGRA 

Assessment / 
Gender 

Baseline 
Girls 

Endline 
Girls 

% 
Change 

Baseline 
Boys 

Endline 
Boys 

% 
Change 

MAX 
SCORE 

Reading 
Orientation 1.93 2.88 49% 2.03 2.93 44% 3 

Letter ID 32.5 79.5 145% 33.3 81.5 145% 100 

Phoneme 0.33 6.70 1931% 0.46 6.90 1400% 10 

Word ID 4.4 37.5 748% 5.4 40.4 647% 100 

1st Grade 
Reading Pass 2.8 38.1 1246% 3.1 40.6 1196% 51 

1st Grade RC 0.12 2.24 1766% 0.12 2.58 2053% 5 

2nd Grade 
Reading Pass 2.3 49.7 2059% 2.5 52.3 1968% 75 

2nd Grade RC 0.18 2.96 1544% 0.15 3.18 2021% 5 

EGMA 

Assessment / 
Gender 

Baseline 
Girls 

Endline 
Girls 

% 
Change 

Baseline 
Boys 

Endline 
Boys 

% 
Change 

MAX 
SCORE 

Number ID 5.09 15.5 205% 7.16 17.6 146% 25 

Quant 
Discrimination 3.73 6.35 70% 4.33 7.32 69% 10 

Missing 
Number 0.32 3.21 904% 0.55 3.68 570% 10 

Addition 1.95 6.49 233% 2.82 8.05 185% 15 

Subtraction 1.13 3.72 229% 1.39 5.02 261% 15 

Word Problems 1.30 2.83 118% 1.47 3.17 116% 5 
 

For the EGMA, boys again scored better, on average, than their female counterparts. However, 

the math scores yield more significant differences. A mean score eliminates the confound of the 

differences in number of girls and boys. Whereas EGMA scoring was lower for girls, they 

showed greater improvement over baseline across all EGMA subtasks 

The ages (µgirls=10.0, µboys=10.40 and years of schooling prior to enrollment (µgirls=1.56, 

µboys=1.68) were similar between boys and girls, as well as the percentages of girls and boys 
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who had no prior schooling (31 and 28 percent, respectively). The gender differences, for now, 

will have to be explored further. 

 

Implementing Partner 
Q&A then disaggregated the scoring data by implementing partner at endline. LF had the fewest 

classes, at four classrooms in two communities. They also had the highest dropout rate from 

baseline, losing nine of 20 students. Thus, as mentioned above, the results for these students 

are not discussed due to sample size concerns. See table below. 

 

Table 5. Comparison of EGRA Task Scores by Implementing Partner 

Average EGRA Task Scores by Implementing Partner 

Implementing 
Partner Orientation 

Letter 
ID Phoneme 

Word 
ID 

1st 
Grade 
Reading 

1st 
Grade 
RC 

2nd 
Grade 
Reading 

2nd 
Grade 
RC 

Baseline 
BRAC 2.02 36.6 0.46 6.4 4.0 0.17 2.4 0.25 

Endline 
BRAC 2.95 80.3 7.59 38.2 40.5 2.63 53.5 3.38 

% Change 46% 119% 1549% 497% 912% 1446% 2128% 1253% 

Baseline 
LIPACE 2.02 29.1 0.22 3.05 1.66 0.02 1.46 0.03 

Endline 
LIPACE 2.83 79.0 5.71 38.5 37.8 2.11 48.0 2.84 

% Change 40% 172% 2495% 1162% 2177% 10450% 3188% 9367% 

Baseline LF 2.10 42.8 1.14 14.7 4.1 0.33 3.4 0.33 

Endline LF 2.91 86.1 8 47.0 39.8 3.09 53.2 3.36 

% Change 39% 101% 602% 220% 883% 836% 1474% 918% 

Baseline 
ROCH 1.82 30.7 0.51 4.86 3.30 0.15 3.77 0.19 

Endline 
ROCH 2.98 83.6 7.59 40.2 41.2 2.63 53.3 3.00 

% Change 64% 172% 1388% 728% 1148% 1652% 1313% 1479% 

 

For orientation to print, and on average, the ROCH students were best at 2.98, followed by 

BRAC at 2.95. For letter name knowledge, ROCH students again were first, on average 

recognizing 83.4 letters. The poorest performing students were “only” identifying 79 out of 100. 

ROCH students did better at almost every task, save a lower reading comprehension scores for 

both passages. However, highlighting this outcome is an opportunity to praise BRAC students 

for having the highest reading comprehension scores, on average.  

It is also notable that so many students were able to try the passage reading. At baseline, many 

students had surrendered by that point.  
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One confounding factor in looking at the data is that baseline levels were not identical. To 

account for the differences in baseline performance for students learning under different IPs, we 

can look at the percent change in scores from baseline to endline as a means of standardizing 

the results. These results are in Tables 5 and 6.  

The most noticeable effect is seeing the huge jump in performance across the board. It also 

highlights that a program like BRAC whose students had the highest score averages almost 

universally, but LIPACE students outpaced them in terms of percentage of their score 

increases. From an absolute change perspective, LIPACE students’ words per minute in the 

Word Identification was better than BRAC (35.45 and 31.80, respectively). ROCH students are 

not far off with an average score of 35.38 words per minute. 

For the EGMA task scores, BRAC students had the highest mean scores for all six tasks11.  

Conversely, on average, the LIPACE students struggled the most with all the math tasks (see 

table 7). Again, if we compare the overall numbers to the measures of improvement from 

baseline, the first notable highlight is that the increases are not as robust as with the EGRA 

subtasks. Further exploration of these differences would be warranted in future.  

 

Table 6. Average EGMA subtask scores by IP 

Average EGMA Subtask Scores by IP 

IP 
Number 
ID 

Quant 
Discrimination 

Missing 
Number Addition Subtraction 

Word 
Problems 

Baseline 
BRAC 6.73 4.12 0.34 2.96 1.68 1.65 

Endline 
BRAC 16.9 6.98 3.28 8.09 4.84 3.20 

% 
Change 151% 69% 852% 173% 188% 94% 

Baseline 
LIPACE 7.44 3.38 0.27 1.68 0.72 0.94 

Endline 
LIPACE 16.0 6.61 3.17 6.53 4.01 2.90 

% 
Change 115% 96% 1083% 289% 459% 207% 

Baseline 
LF 10.3 4.6 0.95 4.3 2.5 2.05 

Endline 
LF 17.5 6.91 5.09 9.09 5.82 3.18 

% 
Change 70% 50% 436% 111% 133% 55% 

Baseline 
ROCH 7.59 4.24 0.76 2.23 1.21 1.56 

Endline 
ROCH 17.6 7.33 4.16 7.43 4.37 2.88 

 
11 It should be noted that at its current rate, had enough LF students from baseline been available, LF would have 
boasted top mean scores in four of six categories. 
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In Table 6 we see that BRAC students’ improvement in number addition was 5.22, the greatest 

improvement over baseline. LIPACE students showed the greatest improvement in subtraction 

(+3.29)12. The addition task, with its maximum score of 15, is instructive. BRAC (µ = 8.18) is 

better than 50 percent, and ROCH (µ = 7.37) is barely off that mark.  

Implementing Partner Comparison 
As previously calculated at baseline, we created composite score for each of the EGRA and 

EGMA scores at endline, using the mean score for each subtask. For the EGRA, the maximum 

composite score is 349; for the EGMA, the maximum score is 85. In the table below, as 

expected from the aforementioned results, ROCH students performed the best, on average, 

with composite EGRA score of 234.4. BRAC students had the highest average composite 

scores for the EGMA at 43.5. LIPACE students had their EGMA and EGRA composite scores 

come in as the lowest in the program.  

. 

Table 7. Comparison of composite scores for EGRA and EGMA, by implementing partner 

Composite Scores by IP 

IP 

Baseline Endline % 
Change 
EGRA 

% 
Change 
EGMA 

Composite  
EGRA 

Composite 
EGMA 

Composite 
EGRA 

Composite 
EGMA 

BRAC 52.3 17.5 229.0 43.3 338% 147% 

LIPACE 37.6 14.4 216.8 39.2 477% 172% 

LF 68.8 24.7 243.5 47.6 254% 93% 

ROCH 45.3 17.6 234.5 43.8 418% 149% 

 

These results, on surface, would warrant a programmatic review of LIPACE to better support 

the students in Bomi. However, with a comparison of improvement over baseline, we see that 

the LIPACE students are competitive with their performances based on their initial results. 

Average composite scores for LIPACE students improved by 477 percent in EGRA and 172 

percent on the EGMA. In this light, the LIPACE students did as well, if not better, than peers 

with other IPs. See table below. 

The aforementioned USAID/RTI conference for MoE did not establish benchmarks for the 

EGMA or math skills, generally. This lack of targets makes the math skill improvement more 

difficult to objectively quantify in terms of achievement, but that should not detract from the 

student improvement.  

 

 

 
12 Had LF students been included, their improvements would have been lowest. However, LF students had higher 
average baseline score—and higher average endline scores—meaning there was less room for improvement. 
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County Comparison 
Again, due to the size of the overall sample, disaggregation by classroom location is not 

statistically powerful. However, if we compare the two counties, there are some effects. See 

table below. 

Table 8. Average EGRA and EGMA Subtask Scores, by County 

EGRA 

County / 
Assessment 

Baseline 
Bomi 

Endline 
Bomi 

% 
Change 

Baseline 
Montserrado 

Endline 
Montserrado 

% 
Change 

Orientation 2.02 2.88 43% 1.61 2.97 84% 

Letter ID 32.8 79.6 143% 33.4 84.0 152% 

Phoneme 0.33 6.56 1887% 0.65 7.66 1079% 

Word ID 4.66 38.4 723% 5.64 41.4 635% 

1st Grade 
Reading 2.80 39.0 1293% 3.58 40.9 1043% 

1st Grade 
RC 0.09 2.35 2507% 0.19 2.71 1326% 

2nd Grade 
Reading 1.51 50.5 3243% 3.68 53.3 1347% 

2nd Grade 
RC 0.16 3.09 1829% 0.25 3.06 1126% 

EGMA 

County / 
Assessment 

Baseline 
Bomi 

Endline 
Bomi 

% 
Change 

Baseline 
Montserrado 

Endline 
Montserrado 

% 
Change 

Number ID 5.99 16.4 174% 6.65 17.6 165% 

Quant 
Discrimination 3.74 6.77 81% 4.32 7.26 68% 

Missing 
Number 0.31 3.22 938% 0.8 4.32 440% 

Addition 2.31 7.23 213% 2.66 7.73 190% 

Subtraction 1.19 4.38 268% 1.48 4.63 213% 

Word 
Problems 1.29 3.04 136% 1.66 2.94 77% 

 

The average composite EGRA score for Bomi would be 222.7, while Montserrado would come 

in at 235.9. Both results would be nearly a five-fold increase over baseline. For the EGMA, the 

results were similar, with Bomi earning a 41.2 composite score and Montserrado earning a 43.9 

mark. It is notable now to point out that with the aggregation to county level, LF scores can be 

considered and discussed. Though the small group is not going to weight the Montserrado 

scores, the group did well enough to push those scores past the Bomi math and reading scores. 

Then again, BRAC would be pulled down by the LIPACE scores as a whole, despite the similar 
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improvement exhibited by students from both IPs. Without more rigorous analysis, such as 

equivalence of baselines techniques (e.g. difference in difference), it is hard to see any effects 

between counties. Where overall scoring is better, on average, in Montserrado, the 

improvement seen in Bomi students is greater than that of Montserrado students assessed. 

Now, generally, the Montserrado students did begin scoring at a higher level at baseline, so 

these results are expected and likely balance themselves out.  

For the EGMA, these scores represent significant increases from baseline (Bomi baseline 

composite EGMA was 14.8; Montserrado baseline composite was 17.6).  

 

Reliability 
A Cronbach’s alpha analysis13 was conducted on each section of the EGRA and EGMA for this 

evaluation. Though this test was already conducted for the Liberian version of these instruments 

to validate their use, we felt it important to do so for this particular group of children with little to 

no academic experience.  

The range for α is 0.82 – 0.89, which falls within the normal range14 for this analysis. 

Interrater reliability was also measured due to the concerns for how scoring might differ between 

enumerators. For each set of observer and examiner (n=69), we saw a strong correlation in 

scoring for each task (r= 0.90). This number was lower than at baseline, likely attributable to the 

unavailability of four enumerators from baseline. Despite the slight drop in reliability, it was 

deemed unnecessary to statistically account for differences in scores from different 

enumerators.  

  

 
13 Also conducted at baseline, the analysis measures the variance within responses for a survey/assessment to 
determine if the items are most likely testing/assessing the underlying principle of the questions, rather than 
eliciting ‘random’ responses. 
14 Cronbach’s alpha analysis is correlational analysis, such that any coefficient larger than 0.70 is considered 
sufficient. However, anything over 0.90 is considered “too high”” as to indicate nothing learned from an almost 1-
to-1 relationship 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
As preface, it is important to recognize that this exercise is an assessment of student 

performance—particularly student improvement—which can serve as a quantifiable measure of 

an education program’s efficacy, but can only constitute one part of a full evaluation of the 

Second Chance Program in Liberia. A true program evaluation, qualitative and quantitative in 

nature, is needed to fully depict the efficacy of the program as a whole: IPs, supervisors, 

facilitators, facilities, and curriculum. These recommendations are limited to the student 

assessments as the data demands. 

Conclusion: With increases across all tasks, statistical analyses confirm the statistical 

significance of the results. Those students who participated in the program for its entirety—or 

close to it—benefited by improving literacy greatly and numeracy more than adequately. 2019 

was a successful year for the Luminos Fund Liberia Second Chance program. 

 Recommendation: Maintain the pedagogy as faithfully as possible; it 

works. Students who were able to remain in the program performed better at its 

conclusion than when they first entered. There is no better validation than positive 

results. See how to address the slight lag in math scores for students across the 

program. 

Conclusion: With 68 of 345 students replaced necessary in the endline sample, it is clear that 

Second Chance program has the same student retention problems from which many schools 

and educational programs in Liberia suffer. While three reasons (finances, family relocation, and 

age appropriateness) stood out when communities were informally polled, it is important to 

investigate all reasons to effectively and efficiently seek solutions, where possible within the 

framework of the program. 

 Recommendation: Conduct a qualitative study that includes focus groups 

and interviews of families of dropouts to determine how to mitigate the reasons 

for withdrawal and promote retention. This solution can be done by either engaging 

independent assessment or having supervisors poll students who withdraw in the 2019-

2020 academic year and summarize the findings. Due to the first conclusion, there 

should be great motivation in having as many students experience this environment as 

possible for the duration. However, we understand that the pervasive nature of the 

phenomenon in the Liberian context means it may be an “occupational hazard” that must 

be navigated rather than solved. 

Conclusion: With facilitators consistently interfering with the independent assessment by the 

field team, there is confusion amongst facilitators as to the importance and utility of the 

assessments. If not for the experience of the field team, serious damage could have been done 

to the results uncovered during the assessments. LF must address the issue to avoid further 

issues for future evaluations. 

 Recommendation: LF should incorporate a broader discussion into 

forthcoming orientation or professional development training, preferably that 

includes the assessment team. Sensitization is a culturally important aspect of all 

Liberian endeavors. People are suspicious of things that are unfamiliar. They are reticent 

to speak to strangers openly and fear being disadvantaged during interactions with 

others, especially if they appear learned. Making facilitators understand the 
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assessments are about the program—not them specifically—will ease tension and likely 

dissuade future deception. 
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ANNEX A. List of Classrooms by Community and Implementing Partner 

Table 9. Classrooms by implementing partner 

County IP Community 
No. of 
Classes 

Baseline 
Date 

Endline 
Date 

B
O

M
I 

LIPACE Dargweh 2 17-Sep-2018 17-Jun-2019 

BRAC Sass Town 2 17-Sep-2018 17-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Gayah Hill 4 18-Sep-2018 18-Jun-2019 

BRAC Gonzipo Town 3 18-Sep-2018 18-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Married Camp 6 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

BRAC Blagai Town 1 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

BRAC Doedee Town 1 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Dymah 2 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Jenneh  2 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Levuma 1 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

BRAC Tumay Village 2 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Beajah Town 2 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

BRAC Goghen Town 2 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

BRAC Kangacia Town 2 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Krusu Town 1 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Maher Bridge 2 19-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

BRAC Sayjilum Town 1 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

BRAC Tarr Town 2 21-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 

LIPACE Bea Sao 2 20-Sep-2018 24-Jun-2019 

BRAC Guie Town 1 21-Sep-2018 24-Jun-2019 

BRAC Government Farm 1 21-Sep-2018 24-Jun-2019 

BRAC Klay Town 3 20-Sep-2018 24-Jun-2019 

BRAC Allassalah 3 21-Sep-2018 25-Jun-2019 

M
o

n
ts

e
rr

a
d

o
 ROCH 

Blamasee 2 17-Sep-2018 17-Jun-2019 

Kpalla Town (Parker Corner) 1 17-Sep-2018 17-Jun-2019 

VOA 1 17-Sep-2018 17-Jun-2019 

Luminos Kamara Town 3 18-Sep-2018 18-Jun-2019 

ROCH 

Krukai 2 18-Sep-2018 18-Jun-2019 

Bamboo Town 1 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

Christianville 2 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

New China 1 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

Vonzon Town  1 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

Yellow Flower  1 19-Sep-2018 19-Jun-2019 

Luminos Sawegbeh 1 19-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

ROCH Bassa Town 1 20-Sep-2018 20-Jun-2019 

Gbarteh Town 2 20-Sep-2018 21-Jun-2019 
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ANNEX B. Methodology 
Details of the methodology, methods and data collection: 

Study objective 

The study objective is to establish a endline measure of student academic performance which to 

compares to baseline data gathered previously from the same cohort of Second Chance 

students. Furthermore, LF seeks to settle on a rigorous, validated protocol to glean the most 

information possible after some missed opportunities in the past trying to capture impact of the 

Second Chance program through external evaluation.  

Design 

The study design captures the progress in literacy and numeracy levels of students during the 

10-month Second Chance program.  

Proposed Methods 

The endline evaluation is a quantitative approach executed at the student level to assess 

current literacy and numeracy levels of out-of-school children in Bomi and Montserrado counties 

who entered into an educational assistance program sponsored by the LF, who has partnered 

with Building Resources Across Communities (BRAC), Liberia Institute for the Promotion of 

Academic Excellence (LIPACE), and Restoring Our Children’s Hope (ROCH) to offer support to 

1,750 children. The field work should be completed in approximately ten days by a group of 12 

enumerators, six in each county to start, sub-divided into three two-person teams, each six-

member team led by a Field Supervisor (FS) and supported by the Field Research Coordinator. 

The length of time allotted is meant to accommodate for the anticipated improvement of 

students at these tasks after a full term of instruction. Many students were not even able to 

attempt most tasks in the evaluation, thus, enumerators were able to conclude much faster than 

predicted according to USAID recommendations. 

 

Sample 

BRAC has 24 classrooms in 13 Bomi communities; LIPACE has 24 classrooms in 10 Bomi 

communities. There are 15 classes implemented by ROCH in 11 Montserrado communities, 

while LF herself supports four classes in two Montserrado communities. Each classroom 

consists of 25 children. For the endline evaluation, the target population (n = 34015) will consist 

of the previously evaluated children from the baseline evaluation performed by Q&A on behalf of 

LF. Previously, five children were randomly selected from each of 67 classrooms. Using a 

photobook to help identify the original students, we will send the same teams to the same 

locations to interview the students a second time. 

Three two-enumerator teams (six enumerators in each county) will begin assessments in both 

counties simultaneously. Due to the locations and class schedules, there is the potential of 

doing more than one classroom in a day. According to assessment instructions and time 

 
15 Despite missing data for ten students, making baseline n = 340, we will assess all 350 students at endline, 
removing the ten from impact evaluation. 
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estimates16, each data collector should be able to do five per day on his/her school visit. 

However, as noted, we expect that the field work will take longer for endline because so many 

students were not attempting subtasks during the baseline. Once data collection is finished in 

Montserrado, which we estimate at four to five days, those two teams will move to Bomi to 

continue data collection until the target is met. Overall data collection time is estimated at ten 

school days, factoring travel time between locations. 

 

Instrument 

RTI/USAID developed the two instruments, Early Grade Math Assessment (EGMA) and the 

Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA). They then modified the two assessments to be 

specific to the Liberian context. EGRA estimates at 20 minutes and the EGMA estimates at 25 

minutes, so each set of testing per student will take 45 minutes. On average, each enumerator 

should be able to perform 5 sets per day. We will be using a modified version of EGRA, as LF 

will not test all sections of the instrument.  

Timeline 

Training for the EGMA and EGRA assessments will begin 12 June 2019 will be scheduled for 

three consecutive days, concluding on 14 June. Pilot testing will be conducted as practice 

during this timeframe to ensure proper administration by enumerators, but not for the purposes 

of modifying the instruments. 

Testing will begin on 17 June running on consecutive school days for ten days or until testing of 

all 350 expected children are tested. All testing will conclude by 28 June 2019 at the latest.  

Raw data will be made available, after cleaning, by 03 July. Once the clean dataset is available, 

seven days will be allotted for analysis and report writing of the draft to be submitted to LF. 

Subsequently, ten business days will be allotted for comment and critique of the draft, before a 

Final Report is presented to the client on or before 20 July 2019. 

For the study, all children must be students enrolled in the Second Chance program in 

Montserrado or Bomi counties, and present during the last two week of classes. 

Data collection methods and process 

A team of six experienced, trained enumerators each will be assigned to a county: Bomi or 

Montserrado. The Montserrado team will be responsible for the 19 classes operated and 

managed by LF and ROCH. The Bomi team will be responsible for the 48 classes managed and 

operated by BRAC and LIPACE.  

The teams are divided into three pairs of enumerators. Each pair is assigned to a classroom by 

the FS. Each enumerator pair will use the photos loaded into the electronic survey to identify the 

appropriate student. In the case of confusion, the enumerator will use other students in the class 

to determine which student should be assessed17. 

 
16 Early Grade Math Assessment Toolkit (2014) and the Early Grade Reading Assessment version 2 (2016) 
17 The children have no ulterior motives when it comes to student selection. 
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Enumerators will then take them to a quiet area for privacy and explain the nature of the 

exercise. Once there is understanding and a comfort level established, the two enumerators will 

conduct the first assessment jointly: one enumerator will conduct the EGRA then the EGMA, 

while the other observes and also scores the child.  

After the initial assessments, the enumerators will divide themselves to assess two additional 

students each, to ensure that five students per classroom are assessed.  

From the pilot, the combined assessments took less than 40 minutes on average. Therefore, 

depending on location, each pair would be expected to do at least two classrooms per day given 

the daily classroom schedule for the program. We estimate that it will take eight days to 

administer the evaluations for 345 students, with an additional two days to account for travel 

between sites. All data collection should conclude within ten days. 

Data Collection Instruments 

For the endline evaluation, Q&A staff will employ a digital version of the EGRA and EGMA, 

designed by USAID and adapted for the Liberian context. These assessments have undergone 

rigorous validation and are considered appropriate for the task of assessing literacy and 

numeracy of children in Liberia18. 

The tasks themselves have been printed, laminated, and bound for ease of use and 

maintenance in the field. Please see the annexes for the EGRA and EGMA tasks.  

Q&A created a digitally formatted version of the assessments using a XLS form run through an 

open data kit (ODK) variant software, KoboCollect. The electronic questionnaires were then 

downloaded onto Q&A-provided TECNO 7D tablets.  

 

Pilot Testing 

A pilot test was conducted on 13 June 2019 at the Bethesda A.G. in 72nd Community, 

Paynesville, Montserrado. The public school was chosen due to the expected level of the 

students, a level comparable to the Second Chance students. 

  

Weighting 

The sample was not weighted, rather, students in the sample were selected at random at each 

location during the baseline assessment.  For comparison sample, the table below has the 

sample characteristics versus the actual characteristics of the classrooms as reported in March 

of 2019 to reflect dropouts (93 dropouts at time of the reporting)19.  

 

 
18 Early Grade Reading Assessment. USAID. 2016 | Early Grade Mathematics Assessment. USAID. 2014 
19 Descriptive analyses on the classrooms omits any students who officially dropped, but any dropouts after the 
date indicated are not reflected in the numbers. The sample refers to students assessed; the actual reflects all 
students enrolled in the program. 
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Table 10. Comparison sample age, gender description vs. actual classroom age, gender characteristics, by implementing partner. 

IP CHARACTERISTIC ACTUAL SAMPLE 
B

R
A

C
 

Girls 40.4% 44.8 

Boys 59.6% 55.2 

Avg. Age 10.6 10.8 

Med. Age 10 11 

Age Mode 10 10 

Age STDEV 1.64 1.93 

L
IP

A
C

E
 Girls 42.8% 43 

Boys 57.2% 57 

Avg. Age 9.78 10.3 

Med. Age 9 10 

Age Mode 9 11 

Age STDEV 1.22 1.84 

R
O

C
H

 

Girls 49.4% 58.5 

Boys 50.6% 41.5 

Avg. Age 9.73 10.4 

Med. Age 10 10 

Age Mode 8 11 

Age STDEV 1.53 1.62 

L
U

M
IN

O
S

* Girls 48.8% 18.2 

Boys 51.2% 81.8 

Avg. Age 10.3 11 

Med. Age 10 11 

Age Mode 8 11 

Age STDEV 1.79 2.68 

*Due to dropouts, n = 11 for LF comparison sample  

 

Limitations and Challenges 

Constraints and limitations are minimal for the assessment, as it is quantitative in nature. 

However, there is always concern for user error and bias when dealing with any assessment.  

Some questions are subjective, and thus, up for varied interpretation by different 

assessors/enumerators. To mitigate this bias, we have included one observed assessment per 

classroom to develop an inter-rater reliability (IRR) measure. If there is low IRR, we can account 

for that during the first two days to make sure assessors are properly following protocol. 

Furthermore, there are statistical means of accounting for any IRR difference to normalize the 

results. 

As for the user error, Q&A employs several data assurance measures for every project. Q&A 

uses an Open Data Kit (ODK) variant, KoboCollect, available online and through a software 

application. Loaded on Android-powered smart devices with GPS capability, data collection 
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becomes simpler and more efficient. Q&A specializes in survey development, in terms of content 

and technology. We have written universal electronic forms for both EGRA and EGMA, which 

allow us to constrain and require responses entered, which eliminates need for data entry. It 

also eliminates empty data points and minimizes conflicting responses in data. Dropdown 

menus to enter data are used whenever possible, to eliminate the need for enumerators to type 

in response (these data entry points are subject to typos or misspellings).  

Based on issues that arose at baseline, the following changes were made to the electronic 

survey: 

 Student IDs from baseline were pre-loaded, as well as the replacement IDs; 

 Student IDs were only available to the enumerators to which they were assigned, 

reducing the number of options enumerators see in a drop down; 

 Where available, photos were loaded with the assigned Student IDs, so 

enumerators were as much selecting a child as an ID; 

 Additional constraints were applied to reading tasks to reduce errors in number of 

errors reported. 

When pertinent, scores were calculated automatically—or done post hoc—to eliminate 

computation errors. 
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ANNEX C. ASSESSMENT SCORING GRAPHS 
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ANNEX D. EGRA Scoring by Subtask 
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ANNEX E. EGMA Scoring by Subtask 
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Annex F. Endline Replacement Student Results  
n = 68 

Average EGRA Task Scores for Replacement Students 

Score 
Type 

Reading 
Orientation 

Letter 
ID Phoneme 

Word 
ID 

1st 
Grade 
Reading 
Pass 

1st 
Grade 
Reading 
Comp 

2nd 
Grade 
Reading 
Pass 

2nd 
Grade 
Reading 
Comp 

All 
Scores 2.96 70.7 7.50 41.9 41.8 2.75 54.5 3.31 

Task 
Max 
Score 3 100 10 100 51 5 75 5 

 

n=68 

Average EGMA Task Scores for Replacement Students 

Score 
Type 

Number 
ID 

Quant 
Discrimination 

Missing 
Number Addition Subtraction 

Word 
Problems 

All 
Scores 18.22 7.51 4.25 7.88 5.49 3.13 

Subtask 
Max 
Score 30 10 10 15 15 5 
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ANNEX G. LF EGRA 

Task 1. Orientation to Print (Print and Book Knowledge) (untimed) Max score - 15 

 

Show the child the paragraph segment  

Sammy and Flomo are friends.  They like to race. Flomo is fast.  Sammy is faster. One day, Sammy and 

Flomo are in a big race. Sammy is so quick! Then Flomo falls.  Will Sammy go on to win the race?   

No! Sammy stops to help Flomo.  He is a good friend.  

 

Read the instructions in the gray boxes below, recording the child’s response before moving to the next 

instruction. 

I don’t want you to read this now. On this page, where would you begin to read? Show 

me with your finger.               5 

 

[Child puts finger on the top row, left-most word]   ○ Correct           ○ Incorrect ○ No Response 

Now show me in which direction you would read next.                                     5 

 

[Child moves finger from left to right]   ○ Correct           ○ Incorrect ○ No Response 

When you get to the end of the line, where would you read next?                              5 

 

[Child moves finger to left-most word of second 

line]   ○ Correct           ○ Incorrect ○ No Response 

 

SCORE:  _____/15 
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Section 2. Letter Name Knowledge 

Show the child the sheet of letters on the first page of the student assessment. Say,  

Here is a page full of letters of the alphabet.  Please tell me the NAMES of as many 

letters as you can--not the SOUNDS of the letters, but the names.  

 

1. For example, the name of this letter [point to O] is “OH”.   

Now you try:  tell me the name of this letter [point to V]:  

                                    [If correct:] Good, the name of this letter is “VEE.” 

                                                     [ If incorrect:] The name of this letter is “VEE.”  

2. Now try another one: tell me the name of this letter [point to L]:  

                                     [If correct:] Good, the name of this letter is “ELL.” 

                        [If incorrect:]  The name of this letter is “ELL.”  

 

Do you understand what you are supposed to do? When I say “begin,” name the 

letters as best as you can.  I will keep quiet and listen to you, unless you need help. 

Ready? Begin. 

 

Set the timer on 1 minute. Start the timer when the child reads the first letter. Follow along with 

your pen and clearly mark any incorrect letters with a slash ( ). Count self-corrections as correct. Stay 

quiet, except when providing answers as follows: if the child hesitates for 3 seconds, provide the name 

of the letter, point to the next letter and say “Please go on.” Mark the letter you provide to the child as 

incorrect.  

WHEN THE TIMER REACHES 0, SAY, “stop.”  Mark the final letter read with a bracket (  ).  

Early stop rule: If the child does not give a single correct response on the first line, say “Thank you!”, 

draw a line through the letters in the first row, discontinue this exercise, check the box at the bottom, 

and go on to the next exercise. 
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L i h R S y E O n T    10 

i e T D A t a d e w    20 

h O e m U r L G R u    30 

g R B E i f m t s r    40 

S T C N p A F c a E    50 

y s Q A M C O t n P    60 

e A e s O F h u A t    70 

R G H b S i g m i L    80 

L i N O e o E r p X    90 

N A c D d I O j e n    100 

 

Time left on stopwatch if student completes in LESS than 60 seconds: __________   

SCORE:  _____/100  

 Exercise was discontinued as child had no correct answers in the first line.  
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Section 3:  Phonemic Awareness  (untimed)   Maximum score:   10 

Directions:  (1) Explain to students that you will be “breaking words” apart into their separate sounds. 

(2) Have student hold up his/her fist (you do the same) and you model segmenting (breaking apart) two 

practice words holding up one finger for each sound made.  (3) Pronounce the first assessment word 

twice clearly and then have student break the word apart using their fingers to help them. ( 4) Student 

does all unless he/she misses all of the first 5.  

 

Practice 
Bat   b/a/t 
Mop  m/ o/m  

Correct Incorrect No response 

1. Go    g/o    

2. Cat   c/a/t    

3. Sit    s/i/t    

4. Dog   d/o/g    

5. Shop    sh/o/p    

6. Tree    t/r/ee    

7. Rice    r/i/s    

8. Frog    f/r/o/g    

9. Help   h/e/l/p    

10. Quack    qu/a/ck    

 

SCORE:  _____/10  
      Exercise was discontinued as the child had no correct answers in the first five words.  

 

Section 4:  High Frequency Word Identification   (timed – 60 seconds)  Maximum 

score: 100 

Directions:  (1) Hand the child the  student page and a 12 inch ruler (or scrap paper cut to size). (2) Using 

the ruler placed horizontally on the student page, have the child move across the page and pronounce 

as many words as he/she can in 60 seconds on the student sheet. Encourage the child to read as quickly 

as he or she can.  (2) Stop after 60 seconds. (3) Score by counting number of words read correctly in 60 

seconds. Discontinue if child misses all of the first line.  

 

 the  of  and  a  to  5 

 in  is  you  that  it  10 

 he  was  for  on  are  15 

 as  with  his  they  I  20 

 at  be  this  have  from  25 

 or  one  had  by  word  30  

 but  not  what  all  were  35 

 we  when  would  can  said  40  
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 there  use  an  each  which  45 

 she  do  how  their  if  50 

 will  up  other  about  out  55 

 many  then  them  these  so  60 

 some  her  your  make  like  65 

 him  into  time  has  look  70 

 two  more  write  go  see  75 

 number  no  way  could  people  80 

 my  than  first  water  been  85 

 call  who  oil  now  fine  90 

 long  down  day  did  get  95 

 come  made  may  part  over  100 

 

SCORE:    ______/100   E   

        Exercise was discontinued as child had no correct answers in the first line.  

 

 

 

Section 5:  FIRST GRADE Passage Reading   (untimed)    Maximum score:  50 
 
Directions:  (1) Give the first grader the laminated student copy of the FIRST GRADE READING PASSAGE 
to read aloud.  (2) Tell child to do his or her best, but that you can’t help. (3) Allow the child to read the 
entire passage unless it takes longer than 3 minutes, then stop. (3) Place a short slash through each 
word pronounced incorrectly. (4) To score, mark the number of errors the child made while reading the 
story and subtract from the total possible number of words in the passage.      
 
 
FIRST GRADE PASSAGE READING 
 
Sammy and Flomo are friends.  They like to race.    9 

Flomo is fast.  Sammy is faster.      15 

One day, Sammy and Flomo are in a big race.     25 

Sammy is so quick!       30 

Then Flomo falls.  Will Sammy go on to win the race?   40 

No! Sammy stops to help Flomo.     46 

He is a good friend.       50 

 
SCORE:       ___ /51 

 Exercise was discontinued as child had not correctly read any words in the first line.   
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Section 5: FIRST GRADE READING COMPREHENSION (untimed)  Maximum 

score:  5 

Directions:  (1) Remove the laminated sheet from the child. (2) Ask the child to answer the following 5 
questions, one at a time, about the passage – accept any answer –correct or incorrect --with a smile.  
Note: the questions will be asked orally by the assessor.  Answers may vary slightly (e.g., #4 Sammy 
stopped running to help his friend) (3) To score, calculate number of correct responses.  
 
1. Who are the good friends in the story? (Sammy and Flomo)   
2. What do they like to do?  (race) 
3. What was Flomo’s problem in the story? (he fell) 
4. What was the solution?  (Sammy helped him) 
5. What lesson can we learn from this story? (It is good to help  
             your friends.) 
 
SCORE:  ____/5 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

Section 6:  SECOND GRADE Passage Reading   (untimed)    Maximum score: 75 

Directions: (1) Give the second grader the laminated student copy of the SECOND GRADE READING 
PASSAGE to read aloud.  (2) Tell child to do his or her best, but you can’t help. (3) Allow the child to 
read the entire passage unless it takes longer than 3 minutes, then stop. (3) Put a short slash through 
each word pronounced incorrectly.  (4) To score, mark the number of errors the child made while 
reading the story and subtract from the total possible number of words in the passage.      
 
 
SECOND GRADE READING PASSAGE 
 
Sammy has a big sister.  Her name is Satta.    9 

They went to visit their grandmother on her farm.    18 

They had to walk a long way to reach the farm.    29 

On the way, they saw a large, black snake on the path!   41 

Oh no!  Sammy began to cry. He wanted to run.   51 

But Satta was smart and brave.      57 

She picked up their ax and chopped the snake in two.    68 

Sammy was glad Satta was so brave.      75 

 
SCORE:     ________/75 
 

 Exercise was discontinued as child had not correctly read any words in the first line.   
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Section 6: SECOND GRADE COMPREHENSION (untimed) Maximum score:    5 

 

Directions: (1) Remove the laminated sheet from the child. (2) Ask the child to answer the following 5 
questions, one at a time, about the passage – accept any answer with a smile even if incorrect.  Note: 
the questions will be asked orally by the assessor.  Answers may vary slightly (e.g., #4 Satta chopped the 
snake with the ax) (3) To score, calculate number of correct responses.  
 

1. Who is Sammy’s big sister?   (Satta) 
2. Where were they going in the story?   (to their grandmother’s farm) 
3. What problem did they have on the way?   (they found a snake on the path) 
4. How was the solution to the problem?  (Satta killed the snake) 
5. What is lesson we can learn from this story?  (answers may vary; accept any reasonable answer.) 

 
 
SCORE:    ________/5 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANNEX H. LF EGMA 

Task 1: Number Identification   Sheet T1  
  60 seconds 

Max score - 30 

 Here are some numbers. I want you to point to each number and tell 

me what the number is. I am going to use this stopwatch and will tell you 

when to begin and when to stop. 

- [point to first number] Start here and go across (sweep finger across first 

line).  Are you ready? . . . Start. 

- What number is this ? 

 

• Discontinue test if the 
child answers 0 
correct in the first 
line going ACROSS.  

 

Tell the child to go on  

• If a child stops on a 
number for 5 
SECONDS. 

 

 ( / ) Incorrect or no response 

         ( ] ) After the last number read 

 

  
Tot. 

Cum. 
     

 4 10 28 58 807 (5)      

 94 368 30 106 17 (10)      

 9 39 14 711 83 (15)      

 423 34 72 245 77 (20)      

 187 52 22 19 33 (25)      

 646 12 64 49 301 (30)      

 

 Time left (seconds):                      Test discontinued:   

 Total Number correct:  

 

Task 2: Quantity Discrimination - Example   Sheet T2 
NOT TIMED 

 

P1: 

 Look at these numbers. Tell me which number is bigger.                  

                                      10       4                                                                                   
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✓  That’s correct, 10 is bigger. Let’s do another one. 

  The bigger number is 10. [Point to 10] This is 10.   [Point to 4] This is 4.  10 is 

bigger than 4. Let’s do another one. 

P2: 

 Look at these numbers. Tell me which number is bigger. 

                 8       12                                                                        

✓  That’s right, 12 is bigger.  Let’s continue. 

  The bigger number is 12.  [Point to 8] This number is 8.  [Point to 12]  This is 

12.  12 is bigger than 8. Let’s continue. 

 

 Time left (seconds):                      Test discontinued:  
 

 Total Number correct: 
 

 

 

Task 2: Quantity Discrimination - Exercise   Sheet T2 NOT TIMED  

(say) Look at these numbers. Tell me which number is bigger.[repeat for each 

item] 

 

Discontinue 

test if the child 

gets 4  

successive 

errors  

 

Tell child to go 

on, 

• If the child 
doesn’t 
respond after 5 
SECONDS. 
 

(✓) on the “1” for correct response  

(✓ )  on the “0” for Incorrect or no response                                   

Circle the “0”    for SELF-CORRECT. 

  6 8 *1*  *0*   229 238  *1*  *0*     

  54 63 *1*  *0*    675 684 *1*  *0*     

  279 381 *1*  *0*    16 25  *1*  *0*    

  79 80 *1*  *0*    82 91 *1*  *0*      

  44 53 *1*  *0*    523 532 *1*  *0*     

 

 4 successive errors  so Task Discontinued:                                  Total Correct:                                                                                                                                                                       
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Task 3: Missing Number - Example   Sheet T3 
NOT 

TIMED 

(say) Here are some numbers. 1, 2, 3, what number goes here (point to the dash)? 

                       1, 2, 3, ____  

(if student is correct, say)  That’s correct, 4. Let’s do another one. 

(if student is incorrect, say)  The number four goes here. Say the numbers with me.  [Point to 

each number]   . . . 1, 2, 3, 4.  4 goes here. Let’s do another one. 

 

 

 

P2: 

(say)   Here are some numbers. 17, [point to dash], 19, what number goes here? [point to dash 

again] 

                     17, ____, 19 

(if student is correct, say)  That’s right, 18. Let’s do some more. 

(if student is incorrect, say)  The number 18 goes here. Say the numbers with me.  [Point to each 

number]   . . . 17, 18, 19. [Point to dash] 18 goes here. Let’s do some more. 

 

 

Task 3: Missing Number - Exercise   Sheet T3 
NOT TIMED 

Max score 10 

(say) Here are some more numbers. [Point to the dash] .  . . What number goes here?   

[Repeat for each item] 

 

Discontinue test 

if the child gets 

4 successive 

errors 

 

Tell child to go 

on,  

•  If the child 
doesn’t respond 
after 5 
SECONDS.  

 

(✓) on the “1” for correct response  

(✓ )  on the “0” for Incorrect or no response                                   

Circle the “0”    for SELF-CORRECT. 

 2 4 6  *1*  *0*  100 200 300 400  *1*  *0*   

 

 245 250 255 260 *1*  *0*   30 35 40 45 *1*  *0*    

 30 40 50 60  *1*  *0*  18 20 22 24 *1*  *0*    

 89 90 91   *1*  *0*  348 349 350  *1*  *0*    

 305 310 315 320 *1*  *0*   500 400 300  *1*  *0*    

 

Task Discontinued:                                     Total Correct:                                           
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Task 4A: Addition   Sheet T4  

  TIMED: 60 

seconds 

Max score 15  

(say) Here are some addition (plus) problems.  I am now going to use this stopwatch. Tell 

me the answers to as many as you can. If you don’t know an answer, move to the next 

problem. Are you ready? . . .  

- Start here [point to first problem], go across, (sweep finger across first row) and tell me 

the answer to each problem.  

 Discontinue 

test if child 

misses 4 

successive 

items. 

 

Tell child to go 

on,  

• If a child stops 
on a number 
for 5 
SECONDS. 

 

 ( / ) Incorrect or no response                                     Tot 

         ( ] ) After last problem attempted                           Cum. 

 4 + 2=  (6) 8 + 2= (10) 8+6=  (14) (3)      

 16 + 4 =  (20) 7 + 1 =  (8) 5 + 4 =  (9) (6)      

 10  + 3 =  (13) 10+10= (20) 2 + 2 =  (4) (9)      

 5 + 7 =  (12) 6+6 =  (12) 3 + 4=  (7) (12)      

 6  + 2  =  (8) 5 +6=  (11) 15+ 5=  (20) (15)      

 

Time left (seconds):                                                 Total number correct:  

Task Discontinued:     
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Task 4B: Subtraction   Sheet T4 

  TIMED: 60 

seconds 

Max score 15 

(say) Now we are going to do some subtraction problems. Do as many as you can 

correctly. If you don’t know an answer, move to the next problem.  Are you ready? . . . 

Start here[point to first problem], go across (sweep finger across line) and tell me the 

answer to each problem. 

 

Discontinue 

test if student 

gets 4 

successive 

errors. 

 

Tell child to go 

on,  

• If a child stops 
on a number 
for 5 
SECONDS. 

 

 ( / ) Incorrect or no response                                           Tot 

         ( ] ) After the last problem attempted                        Cum. 

 6 - 2   =  (4) 10  -  2  =  (8) 14  -  6  =  (8) (3)      

 20  -  4 =  (16) 8  -  1  =  (7) 9  -   4  =  (5) (6)      

 13  - 3  =  (10) 20 - 10 =  (10 4  -   2  =  (2) (9)      

 12 - 7 =  (5) 12  -  6 =  (6) 7  -   4  =  (3) (12)      

 8  -  2  =  (6) 11  - 6  =  (5) 20 - 5 =  (15) (15)      

 

 Time left (seconds):                          Total number correct:  

Task  Discontinued    
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Task 5: Word Problems  NO student sheet 
NOT TIMED 

Max score - 5 

 ❖ Counters  

 

(say) I have some problems that I am going to ask you to solve for me. Here are 

some things to help you count. You can use them or your fingers if you need 

them, but you don’t have to use them. Listen very carefully to each problem. If 

you need, I will repeat problem for you. Okay, let’s get started. 

 

Example: 

(say)  Foya has 2 mangoes. Helen has 3 mangoes.  How many mangoes do they 

have altogether? 

(if answer is correct, say) That’s right. They have 5 mangoes altogether. 

Let’s do some more. 

(if answer is incorrect, say)  They have 5 mangoes altogether. Watch me.  [Use the 

counters and read the problem, demonstrating 2 counters for Foya and 3 counters 

for Helen]   When we count add them altogether, we get 5 mangoes. Let’s do 

some more. 

 

Discontinue task If 

the child gets 4 

successive errors 

 

Tell child to go on,  

If she stops on a 

number for 5 

SECONDS. (without 

beginning to use the 

counters, count on 

her fingers, etc.) 

 

Tell child to go on, if, 

after 60 seconds, she 

has not given a 

response even if she 

is working on the 

problem with 

counters and/or 

fingers. 

(say) Now you will work out more questions that I will read to you. Remember 

some of these questions may be hard even for older children, so do your best. 

Remember, you can use these or your fingers to help you answer the questions 

[point to the counters]. Okay, let’s get started. 

 

 For each problem:  

 (✓) 1 = Correct. 

 (✓) 0 = Incorrect or no response. 

 

 

Problem 1 

(say) Momo has 2 mangoes. His father gives him 5 more. How many does he have 

now ? 

 Correct answer:  7    *1*  *0* 
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Problem 2 

(say) Fayah has 6 oranges. He eats 3 oranges. How many oranges does he have 

now? 

 Correct answer:  3    *1*  *0* 

Problem 3 

(say) Yaya has 8 pencils. Abdul has 4 pencils. How many more pencils does 

Yaya have than Abdul? 

 Correct answer:  4    *1*  *0* 

 

 

Problem 4 

(say) There are 8 children walking to school.  6 are boys and the rest are girls.  

How many girls are walking to school? 

 Correct answer:  2    *1*  *0* 

Problem 5 

(say) I have 7 bananas.  How many more bananas do I need if I want to give one 

to each of my 12 friends? 

 Correct answer:  5    *1*  *0* 

 

 Total number correct:  

 

 

 


